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The Islamic psalms
(If this is not easy to see for anyone, or if
I am not easy to hear, I have one hard
copy of the paper and the slides. They are
also available online.)
There are many Arabic manuscripts of
the Psalms listed in library catalogs, but
some of them turn out to be not Arabic
translations of the Biblical Psalms but
rather a completely new Zabūr Dāwūd, written by a Muslim and then rewritten several
times by later Muslim editors.
Manuscript copies of these psalms can be
found from the Caucasus and Iran to
al-Andalus and West Africa. Some
present the Zabūr like a sacred scripture,
with headings for each “sura,” verses
dividers, and even recitation marks. In
other manuscripts the Zabūr appears
alongside sermons or treatises on waraʿ,
scrupulous piety. One small subset of
these psalms is still used in West Africa today for the training of preachers, I am told.
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And I found one short psalm quoted on a Shiite website on a page of spiritual advice
about the problem of unanswered prayer. But most of them have been forgotten for
over a century, by Muslims and by historians of Islam.
Today I want to explain briefly where I think these psalms came from, and then try to
determine what kinds of sources their authors or compilers drew upon.
The dozens of manuscripts I have found
represent a dozen different recensions
stemming from two original collections:
the Core collection of one hundred
psalms, and the Moses collection
consisting of thirty psalms. These
collections were expanded and
reorganized and even radically rewritten
by later redactors. Today I am not going
to dwell on the differences between the many versions. I am in the process of editing
and translating the Koranic recension, which sticks pretty closely to the original Core
text.

Ascetic origins
The only copy we have of the Core text
itself is two papyrus leaves from eighth–
or ninth–century Egypt that were
discovered in Vienna by Ursula Bsees.
They contain psalms seven to thirteen,
along with other remnants of a personal
collection of material about death and
the afterlife, intended perhaps for use in
preaching.
Fear of death and the coming judgment were the major focus of early Muslim
asceticism, which flourished until about the middle of the ninth century before being
eclipsed by mystical and legal forms of piety. The original author or compiler of the
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Core text seems to have been one of the khāʾifūn, the fearful ones, who were so keenly
aware of their own sin and so terrified about what might happen to them Judgment Day
that some were known to faint if they heard a Qur’anic description of judgment recited
during prayer, for example.
Look at this!
A synonym for khāʾifūn would be ruhbān,
which is the term for Christian monks—
who likewise withdrew from society and
engaged in nighttime vigils, reciting,
among other things, the Psalms.
One often hears that “there is no
monasticism in Islam,” but in the eighth
century some Muslims, probably including the author of these psalms, still regarded
Christian monks as models for their own ascetic piety.

Sources and inspirations
Christian monasticism
One possible source of inspiration for the
Islamic psalms, then, would be the
Christian “Sayings of the Desert Fathers,”
which reflect a similar set of concerns:
fear of God, death and judgment,
weeping, solitude, and nighttime vigils.
This saying from the hermit Saint
Anthony recommends meditating on the
decomposition of the body and the torments of hell.
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This passage from the Core text is quite
similar.
But I have not yet found any direct
quotes from Christian monks in the
Islamic psalms. Christian asceticism was
different in important respects: it had
more structured institutions and more
demanding ideas of ascetic life than the
Islamic psalms do.

Biblical paraphrases
Another source is the Biblical psalms, but
quotations are surprisingly few, and were
not copied directly from Arabic
translations of the Bible, which were rare
at best in the eight century.
Sura 1 sticks pretty close to the Biblical
Psalm 1, but it was probably based on
paraphrases of Psalm 1 that were
transmitted orally to pious early Muslims like Wahb ibn Munabbih.


Notice how “In all that he does, he prospers” has been changed to “But few are
those who act thus.” The author had a rather gloomy assessment of his worldly
age.



“The wicked” have become “the hypocrites,” a very Qur’anic term.



The editor of the Koranic recension made the text sound even more Qur’anic by
changing the law of the Lord, nāmūs, to scripture, kitāb.
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Sura 2 also echoes or responds to the
Biblical text.


The first part is reworded to
resemble a Qur’anic verse (9:32):
“They wish to extinguish God’s
light with their mouths, but God
refuses but to perfect his light.”



The second part is a response to
the Bible’s verse 7, or rather to the Christian view that “you are my son” in
verse 7 refers to Jesus. Instead the Muslim psalmist calls David God’s messiah, or
anointed, and his prophet, and then predicts that Christians will deify Jesus.

That’s the end of the clear Biblical paraphrases. The remaining 98 psalms of the Core
text, and all the psalms added by later redactors, are original Islamic compositions
consisting of exhortations and warnings modeled more on the Qur’an than the Bible.
Yet the Muslim psalmist does seem to
have known more about the Bible,
because he continues to echo it now and
then.
This recalls the Biblical Psalm 25 verse 2,
“do not let me be put to shame; do not let
my enemies exult over me,” as well as
Psalm 51 where David asks God for a
clean heart, and for God not to cast him from his presence.
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And here is an allusion to Jesus’ saying
(from Matthew 6:26) about the birds of
the air who neither sow nor reap, which
was widely known among Muslims. Here
it has Qur’anic terminology like rizq, and
the ending sounds rather Qur’anic.

Qur’an
The Qur’an is, in fact, another major
source of material for these psalms.
This later addition to the Core text
rewords sura 112 so that God speaks of
himself in the first person:

إﱐ وا ﺪ ٔا ﺪ ﲳﺪ ﱂ ٔا وﱂ ٔاو وﱂ ٔا ّﲣﺬ
.ﺻﺎﺣ ﺔ وﻻ و ًا وﱂ ﻜﻦ ﱄ ﻛﻔﻮ ًا ٔا ﺪ
And there are lots of isolated Qur’anic phrases: if God desires a thing he merely says to
it “be!” and it is; not a leaf falls without God’s knowledge; “all things perish except my
face.”
It is hard to imagine something more
Qur’anic than this, the last psalm of the
Core text. Sometimes one suspects that
these Muslim psalmists were sneakily
imitating the Qur’an under the guise of
transmitting another scripture.
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And here we have an allusion to a
Qur’anic verse which itself quotes a
Biblical Psalm—the only explicit
quotation from the Bible in the Qur’an. Of
course every Muslim psalmist included at
least one prediction of the Prophet
Muhammad, and apparently some
readers considered this the most
important part of the text, because I keep
finding manuscripts where the page containing the prediction has been ripped out.

Ḥadīth qudsī
In addition to the Qur’an, we find echoes
of “divine sayings.” Here a famous ḥadīth
qudsī is reworked so that instead of God
loving his servant, it is the servant who
loves God. The original hadith goes:
“When I love [my servant] I become his
hearing with which he hears and his
sight by which he sees, his hand with
which he strikes and his foot with which
he walks. If he asks of me I give him, and if he takes refuge in me I protect him.” Here
that free–floating divine saying is finally given a textual home in the “Psalms of David.”
In the Pious version of this psalm love for God is replaced with obedience, which is
typical of its law–oriented piety.
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Pseudo-scriptures
Other divine utterances were ascribed to
other prophets. Here are words that God
originally spoke to Moses, but that
eventually were transplanted into some
recensions of the “Psalms of David”—
though the editor didn’t take out Moses’
name because it was important for the
rhyme:
Yā Mūsā Ibn ʿImrān,
Yā ṣāḥib al-bayān,
Ismaʿ kalāmī innī anā Allāh al-malik al-dayyān.
Laysa baynī wa-baynaka tarjumān.
Bashshir ākil al-ribā wa-al-ʿāṣī bi-ghaḍab al-Raḥmān
Wa-muqaṭṭiʿāt al-nīrān.
There was a whole literature of “dialogues with God” ascribed to figures like Moses and
David. One such dialogue between God and David was copied along with the psalms in
the Vienna papyrus that I showed you.

Qiṣaṣ al-anbiyāʾ
So in addition to inspiration from Christian monks, the Muslim psalmists drew on
Muslim paraphrases of famous passages from the Bible, from the Qur’an, from the
Hadith, and from the literature about prophets.
The “Stories of the Prophets” are not
quoted explicitly, because David’s story is
never really told in these psalms, just as
the Prophet Muhammad’s story is never
really told in the Qur’an. But there are
plenty of allusions to those stories, and
especially to David’s sin. Here the Core
text alludes to the story that David had
Uriah killed so that he could marry
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Bathsheba. In the Core text David’s sin is sometimes referred to as adultery, as in the
Bible, but over time Muslim scholars downplayed David’s sin until it was reduced by
some to a case of hasty judgment between two litigants, one of whom had stolen his
neighbor’s sheep. The Pious editor rewrote this psalm so that it alludes to that lesser
sin.

Wisdom literature
David was also famous for his wisdom, so
another place to look for sources of the
Islamic psalms is in Islamic wisdom
literature, where we do find plenty of
parallels.
Here is a saying attributed to both
Hermes and Luqmān in al-Mubashshir
ibn Fātik’s Mukhtār al-ḥikam. One of the
Moses psalms uses very similar language. Notice again the allusions to sayings of Jesus:
sowing seed on rocky soil, casting pearls before swine.

Zuhd
But it is the literature on zuhd that comes
closest to the otherworldly ethos of these
Islamic psalms. Especially in sayings
attributed to the earliest and most ascetic
figures we find these same themes of
solitude, weeping, repentance, fear of
God, and renouncing the pleasures of this
life. Remember those earlier slides:
“Blessed are the anxious, those who
withdraw in silence from society, who rise to spend the night in vigil.” “If you thought
how hard and cold are the ground and the grave, you would laugh little and weep
much!”
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These ascetic sayings are not the source material used by the Muslim psalmists—in
looking for “sources” I was perhaps barking up the wrong tree—but they do reflect the
environment within which the original Core text, at least, was composed.

Conclusion
That environment is hard to imagine
now, when monasticism and asceticism
are no longer perceived as genuinely
Islamic forms of piety. And that is one
reason why these psalms strike me as
important. They are not important just
because they are called “Psalms.” They
are not “forgeries” intended to replace
the corrupted Biblical Psalms, as Ignaz
Goldziher and other orientalists thought a hundred years ago. They are creative
literary expressions of a very early form of Muslim piety that has not left us very much
by way of literary remains. The later redactors, of course, often modified and softened
the asceticism of the Core text, which is now mostly lost. But it is not hard to
reconstruct what the Core text said, and it gives us a window into an unfamiliar world
in which the piety of some early Muslims was not yet fully and self–consciously
distinguished from the ascetic piety of Christian monks.

